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With the designation of fastest growing economy our country INDIA is on the fast trajectory of development but
to keep the momentum of growth high availability of uninterrupted power supply is must. With the increase in
industries and dens city’s even a well forecasted power system is not capable to meet the increasing demand of
electric power and high power transmission is a matter of outmost urgency.
It is difficult to load existing long extra high voltage (EHV) ac lines to their thermal limits as a sufficient margin
is kept against transient instability. However we can install new transmission line to meet demand but there are
huge difficulties in installation of new transmission lines like right of way (ROW) problems, land acquisition
and cost.
So instead of installing new lines the existing AC lines are modified to simultaneous AC-DC lines to increase
their power transfer capability close to their thermal limits. This thesis presents the method to convert an
existing double circuit EHVAC line into a composite AC-DC transmission line. To extend the capability of
power transmission and take full advantages of both HVAC and 10
fewer facilities change and lower cost.

I. MOTIVATION
Following advantage is to be expected from the proposed hybrid system
1. It will be possible to load these lines close to their thermal limits.
2. Cost saving in comparison with a new HVAC transmission line or HVDC transmission line alone
3. The advantage of parallel ac-dc transmission for improvement of transient stability and dynamic stability and
damp out oscillations has been established
4. With hybrid system we can work on a increased transmission angle up to 80 degree which is not possible in
HVAC
5. Higher power angle allow us to transmit more power as sending power is directly proportional to sin(power
angle)
6. Less transmission loss
7. Better fault clearing and smart control on power transmission

II. METHODOLOGY
For obtaining most suitable and efficient method of converting a existing HVAC system in to a hybrid
AC/DC transmission system, following detailed performance comparison is to be done on the various delicate
and imp component of the HVDC and HVAC system
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III. CONVERTER
Power electronics converters have more accurate controllability and much faster dynamics, thus enhancing the
system stability during power transients and fault condition. Also it is used as rectifier and inverter. To
implement it, three types of HVDC architectures can be adopted: LCC, VSC and MMC. Generally, LCC has
the advantage of much higher power rating and lower cost which is more suitable for bulk power application,
while it needs almost 50% reactive power compensation and strong grid support in case of commutation failure
of SCR as well as bulk volume. In contrast, VSC has independent switching capability with both active and
reactive power controllability and less space occupation but more cost. To have a fair comparison here for high
power long line transmission application, specific needs should be considered.
1. INJECTION TRANSFORMER:–As here we want to inject Dc current in to ac system there is a threat of
saturation of transformers as we know that transformers got saturated when interconnected with DC. To avoid
this problem we want to investigate performance of zig zag transformer as DC injector in main AC system. The
saturation of transformer due to flow of dc current can be avoided by using zigzag connected winding at both
ends. The windings of zigzag transformer are differentially connected. The fluxes produced by the dc current
flowing through each winding of the core of a zigzag transformer have equal magnitude and opposite in
direction and hence cancel each other so that the net dc flux becomes zero. Thus, the saturation of the core due
to dc current is removed.
2. SERIES REACTOR:-A series reactor Xd is used to reduce ripples in dc current. It also reduces the rate of
rise of fault current thus allowing sufficient time for the circuit breakers to operate. The triplen harmonics and
zero sequence components of currents are also greatly suppressed by the presence of series reactor.
3. BEST COMBINATION OF AC AND DC:-We have various method to transmit power in HVAC
method and HVDC. IN HVAC we may have single circuit line, double circuit line similarly we have in HVDC
monopolar and bipolar dc transmission .while focusing on composite transmission system we will investigate
witch possible combination is most suitable an economic. With the help of MATLAB based simulation model
we will compare above combinations.
4. FAULT ANALYSIS:-As we are using modern power electronics convertors we have a smart control on
line and hence while faulty condition we can easily handle the condition. We will investigate the fault clearing
capacity of new composite system using MATLAB simulation.
5. TRANSSMISSION ANGLE:-AS we have smart control on the system and fault can be cleared much
faster hybrid system allow us to vary transmission angle beyond up to 80° which is generally not possible for a
pure ac line. Sending end power, receiving end power and transmission losses of both the systems are found out
and percentage power upgradation is calculated. Simulation is carried out using MATLAB/SIMULINK model

III. EQUATIONS
We know that total power transfer through a dual circuit HVAC line is equal toP=3*V2*sinδ1/Xac
Here, Xac is reactance of double circuit line and δ1 is the power angle.
To keep sufficient margin against transient instability, δ1 is kept low generally about 30° to 40°.
Now, the total power transfer through a hybrid AC-DC composite high voltage transmission line,
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Total Power = AC Power + DC Power i.e.
PT= 3*V2*sinδ1/Xac + 2*Vdc*Idc
Here in this case, the power angle δ can be enhanced to a very high value due to fast controllability and
modulation of the DC power.
Hence,
Percentage Power Upgradation = (PT-P)*100/PT

IV. PURPOSED SIMULATION MODEL

Figure:- SIMULATION model for HVAC Transmission Line

Figure2:- SIMULATION model for composite HVAC-HVDC Transmission Line
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V. RESULTS
1. For simple HVAC Transmission Line

Sending End Voltage

Sending End Current

Steady State Sending End Active Power
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Steady State Sending End Reactive Power

Receiving End Voltage

Receiving End Current
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Steady State Receiving End Active Power

Steady State Receiving End Reactive Power

For Composite HVAC-HVDC Transmission Line:-

Sending End Voltage
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Steady State Sending End Active Power

Steady State Receiving End Voltage

Steady State Receiving End Active Power
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VI. CONCLUSION
This paper states the feasibility of hybrid AC/DC transmission scheme aimed at upgradation of existing long AC
line. We can see from the above graphical results that power transfer at receiving end due to purposed composite
AC/DC transmission line has been increased for same line without changing conductors, tower structure or even
insulators. Also as power angle increased up to 70°.Use of power electronics converters allow us to enhance
critical clearing angle and critical clearing time for smooth and stable operation of power system.
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